As systems-on-chip increase in complexity, the underlying technology presents us with significant challenges due to increased power consumption as well as decreased reliability. Today, designers must consider building systems that achieve the requisite functionality and performance using components that may be unreliable. In order to do so, it is crucial to understand the close interplay between the different layers of a system: technology, platform, and application. This will enable the most general tradeoff exploration, reaping the most benefits in power, performance and reliability. This paper surveys various cross layer techniques and approaches for power, performance, and reliability tradeoffs are technology, circuit, architecture and application layers.
Introduction
Multicore platforms are quickly becoming the platform of choice to implement complex Systems-on-Chips (SoCs). The transition to new process technologies has enabled significant on-chip device densities. The shrinking size of transistors has resulted in lower power consumption, thereby narrowing the power gap between programmable and ASIC approaches. In spite of these advantages, many challenges still remain in the design and implementation of specific applications onto multicore systems. One can identify three main challenges facing multicore designers. The first and foremost is power consumption which is on the rise due to the complex algorithms executing on these platforms that demand both a heavy use of computational resources, as well as a large volume of memory and communication. The second challenge is technology related, where scaling is both an enabler and a limiter: it enables unprecedented integration, including the ability to integrate large memories on chip, with the downside being a penalty in leakage power as well as reliability. Finally, the third challenge is cost, driven by a highly competitive marketplace that demands the smallest die size possible. Thus SoC designers are faced with the daunting dilemma of generating high yielding architectures that integrate vast amounts of logic and memories in a minimum die size with minimum power consumption.
In its current definition, yield indicates a 100% defect free chip, where circuits such as built-in self-test and built-in self-repair are used extensively to guarantee a high yield. Many traditional design approaches have focused on error-free design, and there has been significant research in attempting to guarantee error-free design. However, the International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors (ITRS) trends clearly show that it becomes economically impractical to insist on a 100% error-free SoC in terms of area and power [1] . Thus, there is a critical need for a radically new approach to designing reliable multicore systems using inherently unreliable components: this approach must necessarily expand the design space across abstraction layers and cross-couple constraints across the circuit, architectural platform and the application abstractions.
Towards that end, one can broadly classify systems in two major categories:
1. Applications that are inherently error tolerant such as communications, multimedia and wireless which provide an opportunity to generate a range of acceptable designs for varying amounts of error in the system. For instance, communication and wireless systems have a high level of redundancy introduced at the system level, allowing for a tradeoff between attributes such as bit-error rate (BER) and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). removing the artificial barrier between the system level design and the circuit level implementation, designers can explore an entirely new design space (as shown in Fig. 1 ) where controlled hardware errors can be treated in a similar manner as ''channel errors'' thus contributing to the noise floor while still meeting stated system metrics. This scenario presents the most opportunity for innovation by actively exploiting errors across abstraction levels, e.g., aggressive voltage scaling may introduce errors at the circuit/hardware level, but these errors are made visible to, and handled at the system level. 2. Applications that are stringently error-constrained, where the error must be detected and corrected at a cost in terms of latency and performance. For instance, consider the cache of a processor in a multicore system: due to process variations, circuit-level techniques that enhance memory performance may result in errors that necessitate changes in the architecture of the circuit to both detect and correct the errors. This approach is in effect changing the statistics of the underlying error mechanisms. Such applications require the design of highly optimized hardware that utilize parallel architectures or time sharing to detect and correct for errors as well as microarchitecture approaches such as hardware shadowing or redundancy.
Thus the ability of the system to handle errors is highly dependent on the statistics of the errors and also on the algorithm running on the hardware, which implies that this has to be a dynamic process, optimized at design time and managed during run-time. To be able to extract the most benefit out of this error aware approach, it is important to examine the relationship between (a) the constituent components of an architecture and their vulnerability in terms of power consumption and reliability as a function of the operating conditions, and (b) the needs, assumptions and requirements of the application layers depending on this architecture. The intricate interaction between different controlling mechanisms and their benefits and costs creates an opportunity for finding a global optimum in terms of performance spanning across multiple levels of the design hierarchy.
The ITRS roadmap [1] indicates that embedded memories will dominate the die area in the near future, rising from 71% now, to close to 94% by 2014. The increasing market demand for having larger size memories on chip has flagged the power consumption of the SRAM/Cache as the major portion of chip power consumption. For this reason, we focus many (but not all) of our investigations in this paper on SRAM-related techniques for exploring power-performance-reliability design space exploration.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 examines the technology layer and the generic concept of variability, Section 3 examines the platform layer at the hardware and micro architectural level, while Section 4 considers the software and compilation perspective. Section 5 considers the application layer. Conclusions are drawn in Section 6.
Technology scaling and challenges
Over the past few decades technology scaling has continued to follow Moore's Law. As this pursuit continues for technologies beyond 22 nm, the decrease in feature size (Fig. 2, [2] ) has supported ever increasing on-chip device densities. In order to reap the full benefits of technology scaling, a variety of challenges needs to be managed: increasing process variations, transistor aging variations and exponentially increasing leakage currents. As transistors continue to shrink in size, the limits imposed by leakage currents on transistor threshold voltage make it difficult to continue reducing transistor supply voltage as required by Dennard's scaling rules [3] . Coupled with increasing transistor counts due to Moore's Law, the resulting increase in power density has come to be known as the power wall, and is a prime reason for reliability problems that are directly related to increasing die temperatures. These include electromigration, stress migration, electron tunneling, gateoxide breakdown, time-dependent dielectric breakdown, and thermal cycling, which can all lead to permanent, catastrophic, hard failures. Low transistor supply voltages and noise margins also lead to timing violations and increase the susceptibility of sequential circuit elements and memories to single-event upsets (SEU's), which are due to atmospheric neutrons and alpha particles. SEU's flip the values of stored bits but do not otherwise cause permanent damage. Nonetheless, these transient, soft errors can result in logical and timing errors.
To ensure correct functionality, designers will need to rely on careful co-optimization of process, circuit and layout techniques to meet ever challenging performance and power targets. Traditionally, designs have built fixed margins into operating frequency and voltage to ensure error-free operation under worst-case conditions in the presence of variation. This worst-case approach does not consider circuit behavior or implementation details and hence decreases design efficiency. Accurate statistical modeling of variation and its inclusion into timing and power convergence is necessary to recover design circuit margin while preserving pessimism to ensure quality and yield [4] .
Variation sources
The CMOS variation sources can be classified into two groups: historical and emerging variations [5] . Historical variation sources include patterning proximity effects, line-edge and line-width roughness, polish variation, gate oxide thickness variation, fixed charge, defects and traps. These sources continue to require innovative solutions for each subsequent technology node. The emerging variation resources used to have a minor impact, but now present major challenges. Chief among them are random dopant fluctuation, implant and anneal variation, variation associated with strain and gate material granularity. Process variation is bucketed into systematic and random variation. Systematic variation is the main driver for competitive yield results and can be defined as the movement of the mean (example: die-to-die variation on a wafer). Random variations are defined as a uniform variation around a mean and are proportional to the standard deviation, r, of the difference between critical parameters, such as threshold voltage (V T ), for two neighboring devices (example: within die variation) (see Fig. 3 ).
Margining
In fact, low voltage operation has drastically increased the importance of maintaining a low random threshold voltage variation, rV T , to enable the lowest operating voltage, V min , for a target yield and performance. For sub-micron technologies, random dopant fluctuation (RDF) is the major contributor for threshold voltage variation and is usually represented by [7] :
As supply voltage headroom, V cc À ðV T þ 3r V T Þ [8] , and feature sizes continue to shrink, V min requirements push design and process techniques for large array elements, such as SRAM, ROM and Register File arrays. Similarly, transistor aging mechanisms generate additional shifts of device threshold voltage over time. To meet end of life (EOL) circuit requirements, accurate aging prediction models need to be included in the product design methodology. Among the several physical effects that cause transistor aging Negative Bias Temperature Instability (NBTI) [9] , and Hot Carrier Injection (HCI) are the dominant effects [10] . These NBTI and HCIinduced wearout effects depend strongly on usage, temperature and supply voltage of the affected transistors.
Variation and low power design
Process variation is one of the main challenges that designers are facing in the SoC domain. To achieve high yields and guarantee operation under wide range of operating conditions under parameter variation, designers are forced to assign margins in the design. In older technology nodes, since the amount of the variation ( r DP l DP %, where DP is the design parameter) was relatively small, designing for the worst case condition based on the yield targets would meet the design requirements such as power, area, and performance. However, in the sub-100 nm regime, especially sub-32 nm, designing for worst case, which sometimes leads to assigning margins as large as up to 50%, will affect metrics of interest drastically. Moreover, one of the most important SoC design parameter which has gained a lot of attention in the past few years is power consumption. Several techniques have been developed and implemented to address the process variation, adaptation, and power consumption which will be explained here. In general, these works can be divided into two major different categories: (a) Software approach and (b) Hardware approach. Most software level approaches are done via what is termed ''application-aware adaptation'' where individual applications determine how best to adapt resources while preserving the ability of the system to monitor overall resources and enforce allocation decisions. On the other extreme are hardware/circuit oriented approaches which stress changing the hardware architecture to be ultra-efficient in power. In this section we focus on the hardware approach. Some of the hardware techniques are I. Static Voltage Scaling (SVS): This technique is mostly used to address die-die variation. The idea is to design for the worst case and then programmable or fixed fuses are used to adjust the voltage that corresponds to the speed of the silicon. In other words, for each die, the lowest supply voltages that guarantee error-free operation are selected. In some cases, these values may be updated after the product is shipped. Power savings of up to 15% is reported by using this technique [23] . II. Dynamic Voltage Frequency Scaling (DVFS): DVFS is a method to provide a variable amount of energy for a task by scaling the operating voltage/frequency. Theoretically, infinite number of voltages and frequencies are needed to achieve the lowest energy consumption points, however in practice these sets are usually limited to a hand full or a couple and instead of DVFS, quantized DVFS is usually used. Although quantizing the voltages decreases complexity, it reduces savings if V dd is constant for a given time constraint.
To address this, techniques such as voltage dithering are proposed [22] which suggests switching V dd in the timescale of the changing workload. Dithering within the time constraint gives average energy close to the optimum. Power savings of up to 30% have been reported using this technique [24] . III. Adaptive Voltage (Frequency) Scaling (AVS/AVFS): This technique is a more general version of DVFS and has been introduced to address some of the challenges in sub-32 nm technology nodes such as temperature effect, aging, etc.
The main idea is to have sensors on each die (tunable replica circuit [25] , temperature sensor, performance sensors, etc.), and use the information from these sensors to adjust the operating conditions. In most cases a power management unit (PMU) is needed to decide on the power states. Savings of up to 40% are expected from this technique [26] .
Traditionally, when any voltage scaling techniques (SVS, DVFS, AVS, etc.) is used, a design tradeoff is performed between power and delay where lower power is attained at the cost of larger delay [23, 24] , typically by running at a lower operating frequency which is set by the weakest performer in the overall system. In other words, the circuit that exhibits the most delay or stability issues limits the performance of the whole system. In a majority of scenarios the culprit is embedded memories, since they exhibit the highest vulnerability to supply changes as compared to logic [22] .
Low power memory design trends
Random and systemic device variations pose significant challenges to SRAM V min and low voltage performance. To overcome these challenges, industry has explored multiple design and process technology changes for the traditional 6T SRAM cell (see Fig. 4 ). Examples are the use of read and write-assist designs, ranging from V dd Collapse during write [11] , to write word line boosting [12, 51] , and read word line under-drive [13] . Most techniques are based on reducing the intrinsic contention inside the bit cell during read and write operation. Larger cell topologies, such as 8T register file cells [14] , and 10T cells with column interleaving support [15] , provide improved cell stability at the expense of area and power by decoupling read and write operations. Literature also includes more exotic examples of asymmetrical cells, such as 5T [16] , and 7T [17] , cells. Another significant design centric solution involved the change from a ''tall'' to a ''wide'' cell design [18] . The wide design improved critical dimension control and variation by aligning poly and eliminating diffusion corners and improved performance by shortening the overall bit-line length (see Fig. 4 ).
Increasing supply voltage has always been applied to counter process variations at the expense of increased leakage and dynamic power. Hence, dual supply techniques combining a low logic power supply with a slightly higher SRAM power supply to improve cell stability are one method to overcome large leakage and counter process variation [19] . In addition, repair techniques such as redundancy and error checking and correcting (ECC) are applied to reduce cell failure rate and improve V min [20] .
Modeling memory failures
At the system level embedded memories are typically abstracted away as buffers that can have an arbitrary low error rate. Hence physical layer designers have to ensure that memories have sufficient error detection and correction techniques to ensure a virtually error free view of the memory for system-level multicore designers. Typically, it has been assumed that row and column redundancy is sufficient to capture all the faults. While this is true in case of static manufacturing faults, this model cannot be sustained as scaling progresses due to the random nature of the fluctuation of dopant atom distributions. In fact, in sub-100 nm designs, Random Dopant Fluctuation (RDF) has the dominant impact on the transistors strength mismatch and is the most noticeable type of intra-die process variation that can lead to cell instability and failure in embedded memories, [32] [33] [34] . RDF has a detrimental effect on transistors that are co-located within one cell by creating a mismatch in their intrinsic threshold voltage V t . Furthermore, these effects are a strong function of the operating conditions (voltage, frequency, temperature, etc.). Fig. 5 shows the effect of voltage scaling on six transistor SRAM memory bit cell failure using 65 nm Predictive Technology Model (PTM) [35] . This figure illustrates that designers can tradeoff error tolerance versus supply voltage for a fixed performance. In other words, to achieve a low power solution, the designer must decide on the acceptable level of error tolerance that is permissible by the application and the overall system design while still maintaining the required performance. Given that level, and a required performance level (the cell speed), the designer can select the appropriate V dd from Fig. 5 .
Power-reliability tradeoffs in microprocessor designs
Microprocessor designers have traditionally relied on packaging and cooling technologies to dissipate heat and combat rising die temperatures, and radiation-hardening, package shielding, and cir- Fig. 4 . Cell topology enhancements for variation mismatch improvement, [5] . cuit redundancy to overcome soft errors. In this section, we survey recent circuit and micro architectural techniques that microprocessor designers are using to mitigate the effects of hard and soft errors.
Dynamic reliability management
To ensure reliable operation over a specific lifetime, server-class microprocessors are often overdesigned to withstand worst-case temperature and resource utilization conditions. Since typical workloads rarely exhibit worst-case characteristics, excess reliability qualifications can be leveraged to improve performance. Similarly, the costs and yields of commodity microprocessors can be improved by under-designing processors to achieve reliability levels for typical operating conditions. When workloads exceed a processor's operational reliability limit, performance is throttled to maintain reliability qualifications.
Dynamic reliability management (DRM) uses a reliability-aware microprocessor (RAMP) model to exploit the variability in reliability qualifications in over-and under-designed microprocessors, respectively [36, 37] . The RAMP model is used to compute an instantaneous reliability measure, and relies on performance counters and thermal sensors to identify opportunities for boosting or throttling performance. Performance is controlled by scaling the operating frequency and corresponding supply voltage through DVFS techniques, or by adapting microarchitectural resource utilization to achieve specific levels of instruction-level parallelism.
ERSA [63] is a more drastic technique for saving power on a multicore architecture. It divides the cores into reliable and unreliable cores and proposes to reduce the voltage on all parts of the unreliable cores. Even though there is no error recovery method introduced and the frozen cores are restarted by reliable ones, the output remains more than 90% accurate for the tested set of benchmarks. Earlier works such as the Aura/Odyssey/Coda project [64] investigated mobility and adaptation at the software level via what was termed ''application-aware adaptation''.
Better-than-worst-case design
Another approach to overcoming the constraints of worst-case design is to adopt better-than-worst-case design techniques that maintain reliability while enabling microprocessors to be optimized for the performance and energy efficiency achievable under typical operating conditions [38, 39] . This approach relies on the use of dedicated checker components to maintain logical and timing correctness.
For example, DIVA [68] , is an instruction checker that is cascaded with an out-of-order execution processor core. Instructions are pre-executed on the processor core to compute results, dereference memory addresses, and resolve the outcomes of branch instructions. However, instead of retiring instructions and updating processor state, the instructions, along with their operands and results, are re-executed and validated in the DIVA checker in program order. If an error is detected, it is automatically corrected by the checker. The processor state is then cleared, and the pipeline is flushed and restarted at the instruction following the errant instruction. The processor core acts like an instruction predictor that can leverage techniques such as DVFS to enhance performance and power efficiency without consideration for hard or soft errors. At the same time, the DIVA instruction checker provides a simple but effective solution for maintaining reliability.
Razor logic [30] , is another form of checker component that is used to overcome the effects of timing and soft errors. Timing errors result from circuit delay variations that are due to operating at sub-critical voltage levels or very high frequencies. With razor logic, timing-critical flip-flops are coupled with shadow latches that operate using delayed clock signals that ensure the latch set-up times are always met. Logic gates are used to compare the outputs of the flip-flops and their shadow registers. When the outputs differ, the value in the shadow latch is used to propagate the correct result. Razor logic has been used in microprocessor pipelines to automatically detect and correct errors before they are propagated to subsequent pipeline stages. Earlier pipeline stages are also flushed to restart the pipeline at the instruction immediately following the errant instruction.
Power-aware slack redistribution
Microprocessor circuits are characterized by multiple timing paths that are very close to the critical path. This results in a massive incidence of timing violations once the supply voltage is scaled beyond a critical operating point. Power-aware slack redistribution [40] is an iterative, design-time technique that optimizes frequently exercised critical timing paths with negative slack. By carefully choosing which paths to optimize for a given operating point, the resulting rate of timing errors can be controlled. The timing characteristics of the paths are modified by swapping smaller but faster logic cells along a path by equivalent cells that are larger but slower. This enables a power-reliability trade-off to be made where more aggressive operating points and higher levels of power efficiency can be achieved at the expense of a higher but more gradual incidence of timing errors. This also enables the use of the most suitable error mitigation techniques for different error rates.
Stochastic processors
A large class of applications such as video and image processing, communications, and net-working are based on algorithms that are inherently noise tolerant. By relaxing the constraints on hardware correctness and relegating the handling of errors to software, microprocessors can be designed to trade-off gradually increasing error rates for higher levels of performance and power efficiency.
Stochastic processors [41, 42] are microprocessors that leverage circuit and microarchitecture techniques to operate at sub-critical voltages and super-critical frequencies at the expense of gradually increasing timing error rates. The circuit techniques are based on the redistribution of timing slack along frequently-exercised critical paths, while the microarchitectural techniques involve reducing the number of critical timing paths inside the processor. The latter can be achieved by using fewer or smaller regular structures such as register files, cache memories, or multiple instruction issue logic. Due to the regularity of these hardware structures, circuit paths have very similar timing characteristics making it more difficult to redistribute slack. Another microarchitectural technique to reduce the number of critical timing paths is to use functionally equivalent computational units having different reliability characteristics. For example, a ripple-carry adder is slower than a KoggeStone adder, but is more resilient to timing errors when the supply voltage drops below critical levels. Microprocessors can therefore be designed to dynamically select the most suitable computational unit based on the required level of performance, power, or reliability. Since stochastic processors can control the error rates at different operating points, they can also be used in conjunction with the most suitable circuit-and software-based error mitigation techniques.
Dark silicon
The proliferation of general-purpose multi-core processors is a direct consequence of the power wall and its resulting limits on operating frequencies. Although microprocessor manufacturers continue to increase the number of cores per chip [43] , this trend cannot continue without reaching the state of dark silicon [44] where power limits necessitate powering off most of the cores in a chip. To avoid this problem, designers are exploring heterogeneous, many-core microarchitectures that include a mix of general-and special-purpose cores. Specialized cores such as GPUs and DSPs are more energy-efficient than general-purpose cores. The graphics or signal processing applications that run on these cores are also based on algorithms that are more resilient to errors, making it easier to trade-off hardware reliability for higher levels of power-and energy-efficiency. Moreover, such specialized cores can often achieve higher levels of performance than general-purpose cores by exploiting customized microarchitectural features. This enables operating specialized cores at lower clock frequencies, which lowers thermal dissipation and enhances reliability.
New research projects such as DeSyRe [46] are exploring the design of reliable, energy-efficient, multi-core architectures using a mix of reliable and unreliable components. The reliable components will mainly be used to detect errors and manage the use of the unreliable but power-efficient components to provide the required functionality.
Reconfigurable processors
Reconfigurable processors achieve high levels of performance and energy efficiency through instruction-set or microarchitectural specialization. They use programmable logic fabrics to implement application-specific hardware structures, and are programmed using configuration bit streams that are commonly stored in SRAM-based configuration memory banks. SEU's can cause the contents of the configuration memory to be corrupted, and this introduces logical or functional errors. One way to overcome these errors, especially in mission-critical systems, is to first use classic triple-modular redundancy (TMR) to identify the errors, and then use full or partial dynamic reconfiguration to reload the configuration bit stream from a reliable (e.g. radiation-hardened) data store. This process is called scrubbing [45] .
Cache reliability mitigation
Today's caches are very carefully designed and ''protected'' because of noise and defect concerns, at the cost of a significant loss of opportunity in power reduction. Given the projected impact of variability and other factors on memory reliability, it is important to develop cache architectures that are tolerant to process and environment variations and that lend themselves to significant reduction in power consumption while sustaining a negligible (if any) performance penalty. Fault-tolerant, variation-aware caches can indeed get the best of both worlds: reduce power consumption significantly (expected > 50%), and maintain the same level of performance (operating frequency). In fact, given the anticipated rise in device densities in the coming decade, defect tolerant computing might very well be the only feasible approach. Finally, it is important to note that most dynamic voltage scaling (DVS) research in the past has focused exclusively on logic circuit performance while neglecting memories. More recently, researchers have studied the effect of dynamically and aggressively controlling the voltage, speed and error tolerance for caches to allow exploration of different cache alternatives and achieve a true optimal operation point.
In [50, 51] , the effects of process variation on the proper operation of the memories was investigated and the reliability issues, the defect types, problem sources and change in the memory cell robustness with process variation were identified. Based on these studies two categories of SRAM based memory structures can be considered (Fig. 6) . The first category reduces the effect of process variation on the proper operation of the memory cells, resulting in reduction of the memory cell failure rate sensitivity to the voltage scaling [52, 12] . The second category introduces a very high degree of tolerance against process variation by providing a fault tolerant mechanism based on moderate resizing of the memory structure [53, 47] or dynamic redundancy (RDC-CACHE [50] ) with far larger tolerance compared to previous work and slower slope of downsizing the effective memory size. Both allow the V Min cc of the SRAM cell array to be safely reduced. The cache described in [48] employs multiple copies of each data item in the cache and, unlike most previous approaches, does not require a priori knowledge of defect locations in the memory array.
Software and compilers

Software and the reliability-energy tradeoff
Reducing the energy consumption is one of the most important optimization objectives for future hardware/software systems. However, reductions in energy consumption by common methods like DVFS approach physical limitations. Instead, unconventional methods are in the focus of current research approaches. These methods include operating semiconductors at or below their threshold voltage or intentionally reducing the reliability or precision requirements of a system. Either way, these new approaches share a common idea -they exploit the tradeoff between energy consumption and reliability of a system. However, when the reliability of a system is reduced directly or indirectly, a paradigm that was one of the most basic assumptions for software development for the last decades is no longer applicable. This paradigm, believed to be an adamant truth by most software developers, presumes that the hardware platform the code is executed on is predictable in terms of program results, i.e. the repeated execution of a given program using the same input data set always yields the same result. One notable exception from this fact is programs that require randomness -however, it is wellknown that software developers have to invest significant work to generate sequences of pseudo-random numbers.
In the following paragraphs, we describe possible effects of exploiting the reliability-energy tradeoff on the execution of software and give an overview and examples of compiler-based approaches to mitigate the impact of these effects.
Error effects
On the software layer, the introduction of unreliability into a system usually expresses itself as a deviation of the system state from the originally expected state. In most cases, one or more bits of the system are temporarily or permanently altered. As a consequence, the execution of instructions as well as the processing of data in a program can potentially be disturbed. Depending on the component affected by the altered bit(s), the effect of this deviation in sys-tem state can range from no effect at all (an unused bit was hit) over errors in the output of a program (so-called silent data corruption) to program crashes.
For obvious reasons, reducing the energy consumption should still result in a system that does not crash. Small deviations in the output of a program, however, can be acceptable for a broad range of applications. As an example, signal processing applications like audio and video codecs or radio baseband operation can actually accept a given level of incorrectness in the results. For video decoding, e.g., this could result in a change in the color of a pixel for the duration of a frame. Such an effect is hardly discernible; it would definitely be acceptable if a considerable amount of energy could be saved this way.
When voluntarily accepting deviations of calculated results, however, it is important to identify those code and data objects in a program that are critical to the stability of its execution. This information is not readily available in commonly used programming languages.
Code annotations, analyses, and transformations
In order to master this energy-reliability tradeoff, thus, application knowledge has to be added to a program using annotations or extracted by applying static code analysis techniques. Annotations can apply to different kinds of program objects. The examples detailed below show different approaches. The two most common approaches include the annotation of code sections with criticality information and the annotation of the criticality of data objects.
While it is possible to annotate every code and data object this way, for large programs, creating all annotations manually is a tedious task. Thus, it is preferable to generate most annotations automatically using information on pivotal objects or objects which cannot be identified automatically, like input and output data. A compiler has the opportunity to propagate given annotations on reliability by using code and data flow analyses. These analyses have the additional benefit that dangerous inconsistencies in a program's data flow, such as the possible propagation of a value possibly affected by an error, can be detected and flagged as an error.
After this analysis and propagation step, all data and control flow objects of a program can be expected to be annotated with the worst-case effect an error in this object can have on the execution of the given program. This application meta data can now be exploited in various different stages in the compilation process or the execution of the program.
As a general guideline, all stages at compile and runtime transform the given program in order to circumvent or correct critical errors. Possible transformations on source-code or binary code level in the compiler can, e.g., introduce redundancy into a program's execution by applying software-level redundancy techniques like repeated execution of code sections. Detailed information on software-based error correction approaches can be found in [57] . Additional transformations can take place after the executable program is compiled. Either as part of linking process or as a post-link stage, the location of code and data objects can be modified. This way, systems that employ hardware components with heterogeneous reliability characteristics can be utilized by mapping critical code and data objects to known reliable components. An example for such a system is a system with two separate memories, one operated at its regular supply voltage level, whereas the other is supplied with a lower voltage. Application knowledge can also be used at runtime. Here, possible transformations include the modification of a program's executable code by using a JIT compiler or binary rewriting system [56] . This is useful in cases where a permanent defect, e.g. a defect in a CPU register caused by electromigration, is detected at runtime. Using binary rewriting, the executed code can be modified to no longer use the affected register.
Finally, meta data can also be useful to the operating system controlling the resources of a system. Here, it can be employed to decide at runtime if sufficient resources are available to correct an upcoming non-critical error in order to increase the service quality of a system [59] . Obviously, it is also possible to combine several of the discussed approaches.
One interesting and as-yet open research question here concerns yet another tradeoff. If application knowledge is to be used at runtime, the amount of meta data added to a program as well as the overhead required to process that information should be minimized. Otherwise, this overhead may well dwarf the energy savings achieved by utilizing the reliability-energy tradeoff in the first place. Here, tool support at compile time is required to determine the appropriate granularity for meta data and to actively reduce the size of meta information by grouping together sets of objects with identical reliability characteristics.
Use cases
Application meta data is already used in several research projects that aim to achieve improved fault-tolerance and/or reduced energy consumption for software. In this section, we outline approaches that showcase different approaches to provide annotations. Relax [54] is a framework for software recovery of hardware faults. Using a CPU ISA extension that allows software to mark regions of code for software recovery and simplified hardware that is more energy-efficient than complex error-correcting hardware as well as the required compiler support, the authors achieve an energy reduction of up to 20% for a set of benchmark applications when attempting to counter the effects of process variation. An example for code annotations in Relax is shown in Fig. 7 .
Here, a block of code is braced by a set of relax and recover statements. The parameter to relax specifies the expected error rate for further analyses, whereas the code block containing retry specifies the action taken in case of an error.
The focus of the FEHLER project is to provide a flexible approach to error handling [6] in embedded real-time systems. In contrast to the approach featured by Relax, FEHLER extends a C compiler to support type qualifiers. These qualifiers, as shown in Fig. 8 , indicate if the data stored in a given object is expected to be error-free (reliable) or can accept errors (unreliable). Static analysis methods in the compiler propagate reliability information to non-annotated data objects and detect possible inconsistencies. In the current version of FEHLER, this meta data is used at runtime to decide if, when, and how a given error has to be corrected. Using FEHLER, it is possible to clearly separate critical from non-critical operations and avoid all errors that threaten to crash an application while per-forming best-effort error correction for the remaining errors given the currently available system resources.
FEHLER type qualifiers have also shown to be useful for employing probabilistic hardware components. Using the reliable/unreliable qualifiers, operations on a program's data objects can be mapped to probabilistic or non-probabilistic hardware components as required [55] .
Similar to FEHLER, the final technique discussed here also employs type qualifiers. However, the EnerJ project [58] does not specify reliability requirements in terms of criticality to the system, but rather if a variable is allowed to contain an approximate result. By extending the Java language with the @Approximate type qualifier, as shown in Fig. 9 , the JIT compiler is instructed to store the related variable in unreliable memory and possibly operate on it using unreliable arithmetic components. Again, analysis techniques are used to prohibit the propagation of approximate data to variables that are expected to be precise. Using EnerJ, the authors manage to achieve energy savings of 7-38% at little accuracy cost.
In summary, problems arising due to the energy-reliability tradeoff can be handled in software if additional meta data is provided. This meta data allows numerous different ways to selectively handle errors at compile and runtime using source code or binary transformations. These transformations enable adaptation; possible manifestations of this approach are the topic of various current research projects. In the future, generic concepts for transformations are required that are able to adapt to the large amount of different possible error models. However, the examples presented already clearly show the potential for exploiting the energy-reliability tradeoff on software level.
Exploiting application domain features
Application-aware adaptive margining techniques
As mentioned earlier, in most cases embedded memories exhibit the highest vulnerability to supply changes as compared to logic. For this reason, when voltage scaling is used, memories are typically treated separately to maintain the margins such that the device will meet timing 100% of the time with the new settings. Furthermore, it is interesting to note that unlike error aware logic design approaches such as TEAtime [27] and Razor [28, 30] , traditional memory design approaches have generalized the use of embedded memory without incorporating application knowledge in factoring the required operational failure rates of memories. The unwavering design assumption is that the failure rates should be minimized. While clearly, this is an ideal design goal to achieve; modern scaling laws have rendered this goal extremely costly resulting in excessive margining to achieve manufacturing goals.
In other words, the major goal of all these different approaches is to adapt the system to provide the optimum performance based on the current operating conditions while regulating the power consumption. The universal underlying assumption made is that the adaptation technique used has to maintain 100% correctness of the computational engine of the system regardless of the application. In other words, the adaptation technique is not designed to be fault tolerant. Fortunately, many application domains are inherently error-aware [49] , providing an opportunity to generate a range of acceptable designs for varying amounts of error in the system. Specifically, multimedia, communication, and wireless systems have a high level of redundancy introduced at the system level, allowing for a tradeoff between attributes such as bit-error rate (BER) and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). The research in [65] [66] [67] promoted the use of ''Algorithmic noise tolerance'' and proposed using adaptive filters and replication to minimize the impact of scaling V dd beyond the critical region for basic DSP functions, e.g. filtering and other communication blocks. Similarly, multimedia applications have soft real-time constraints that provide an opportunity to tradeoff Quality of Service (QoS) for errors in the data stream. It is conjectured that cross-layer error-awareness opens a large space of feasible designs exhibiting a range of power, performance and cost attributes, allowing SoC designers to optimize and select designs that otherwise would not have been available [29] .
Error-resilient multimedia applications: H.264 decoder case study
Consider the H.264 system shown in Fig. 10 as a representative application for mobile multimedia systems. One of the biggest challenges is power consumption, which is typically addressed by power management, mainly by reducing the supply voltage. However the range of such a reduction is limited by: (1) performance constraints and (2) component reliability under very low V dd .
By design, these systems have built-in error resiliency that has been exploited in many different compression and transmission schemes mainly as a quality tradeoff. In [60] aggressive voltage scaling is applied to embedded memories resulting in low power, high frequency operation, albeit, with errors due to scaling. Based on the error statistics the performance and overhead (in terms of power and area) of various filtering and mapping techniques that compensate for the errors were analyzed and quantified, thus enabling the system to operate at lower voltages while meeting system specifications. Finally, the expected system power savings due to the above mentioned approach were also quantified. Fig. 10(right) shows the results of such an exploration. When V dd on the decoder memories is scaled aggressively, their reliability decreases and as a result, the output quality (defined as Peak Signal to (noisy) memories at low Vdd Fig. 11 . WCDMA architecture and error-tolerant memories. Fig. 12 . Effect of the WCDMA memory errors on the system bit error rate.
Noise Ratio, or PSNR) drops. This can be compensated for by image filtering, which consumes power so the gains from V dd reduction tend to lessen as error rates increase. However, the overall results indicate that good performance can be maintained even at very low V dd , while saving over 40% in overall system power consumption.
5.3. Error-resilient wireless modem application: 3G case study Similar to multimedia, wireless systems can benefit from trading off power for reliability. This is investigated using WCDMA as a representative of a wireless physical layer. Fig. 11 depicts the toplevel block diagram of a diversity enabled WCDMA SoC modem developed by the PIs in prior work [60] . The SoC includes the modem section (RAKE receiver), the coding layer and the protocol layer of the standard. It is based on a dual embedded microcontroller architecture. The symbols from the modem are soft values with 10 bit precision that are available for all the data and control symbols transmitted on the data channels. Naturally, control symbols are very important and thus must be stored in a protected memory with minimum loss. However, data symbols possess a high degree of redundancy typically inserted by the channel coding scheme. Specifically in WCDMA, both Turbo and Viterbi schemes are supported [61] . Thus the data memory can be partitioned into defect tolerant and non-defect tolerant sections. A defect tolerant memory, is a memory that is used primarily to buffer data and thus can be a target of aggressive power management. It is interesting to note that the data buffering memories (defect tolerant candidates) consume approximately 50% of the overall memory required for the entire modem. Fig. 12 shows the effect of the memory errors on the WCDMA BER for different SNR values. As expected, given the same SNR, introducing memory errors in the buffers before and/or after the Viterbi decoder result in higher BER at the output of the modem. One means of improving the performance of a Viterbi decoder is increasing the trace back depth (TBD), at the cost of a larger internal memory and power consumption of the decoder core. In other words, by increasing the trace back depth, the decoder can detect and correct more errors. Fig. 12 shows the effect of the trace back depth on WCDMA bit error rate. As shown in the figure, a WCDMA system with P e = 10 À3 errors in the above-mentioned error resilient memories performs almost identical compared to the system with no error in those memories and half of the trace back depth. A power analysis of the architecture indicates that the overall memory consumes roughly 45% of the total power. In [62] it was shown that by applying error aware dynamic voltage scaling a savings of 46% in leakage power and 44% in dynamic power is possible in the error tolerant memories. It is important to note that these savings are independent of other power savings methods such as reducing frequency of operation.
While these case studies highlight a significant opportunity in power savings, it requires an important paradigm shift in today's system design flow. Current flow emphasizes compartmentalization between system level designers and backend (chip) designers, thus necessitating 100% correctness in hardware. The new paradigm de-compartmentalizes this flow and allows system designers to be aware of the physical layer through model abstractions.
Summary and conclusion
As systems-on-chip increase in complexity, the underlying technology presents us with significant challenges due to increased power consumption as well as decreased reliability. Today, designers must consider building systems that achieve the requisite functionality and performance using components that may be unreliable. In order to do so, it is crucial to understand the close interplay between the different layers of a system: technology, platform, and application. This will enable the most general tradeoff exploration, reaping the most benefits in power, performance and reliability.
